TSA COLLABORATIONS

Teaming up and collaborating with like-minded non-profit organizations, state and local governmental agencies, environmental groups, and others gives TSA the opportunity to bolster our voice when it comes to advocating for the shrimping industry. The more numbers TSA has behind our mission, the louder our voice is and the greater impact we can have on the community.

TSA and the Texas Department of Agriculture’s Shrimp Marketing "GO TEXAN" program promote goods produced and harvested in the Lone Star State.

TSA collaborates with LSA on many shrimp industry efforts

TSA partners with Texas Sea Grant with various educational efforts such as TED - Turtle Excluder Devices and Sea Turtle Research

TSA assists Southern Shrimp Alliance (SSA) on a federal and state level, regulating imports tariffs
Other Valuable Partners

Celebrating our local restaurant members

Great American Seafood Comp. Chef Delgado - 1st Runner Up

TSA and "Go Texan" Marketing Event